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BAN ON PLASTIC PACKAGING SLOWS DOWN INNOVATION –
RECYCLING INSTEAD OF LANDFILL
In an interview in „Die Welt“ the new EU Commissioner for Environment, Virginijus Sinkevicius, thinks aloud about a general
ban on plastic packaging in Europe. The IK Industrievereinigung
Kunststoffverpackungen considers this idea to be counterproductive and calls on the EU Commissioner to do more to ensure
that plastic packaging in Europe does not end up in landfills but is
recycled. After the EU already banned various disposable plastic
articles and packaging last year, the new Environment Commissioner Sinkevicius considers it appropriate to impose further bans.
In his view, it is important to generally ban plastic packaging.
The IK considers such statements to be dangerous because they
question the future of plastic packaging in a circular economy.
„The Commissioner should ask himself how his statement will be
received by those who are about to
decide on investments in recyclable packaging or recycling plants.
If politicians exclude plastic packaging from the circular economy,
these urgently needed investments will certainly not be made,“
comments IK Managing Director Dr. Martin Engelmann. While
a strict landfill ban has been in force in Germany since 2005,
household waste may still be landfilled to a large extent throughout the EU until 2030. We see a faster end to landfill as the
most important lever for the circular economy. Moreover, the IK
criticises the effect of such prohibitions on consumers. „Some
politicians are currently suggesting to consumers and voters that
blanket bans can be used to overcome the major challenges in
environmental and climate protection.

Unfortunately, they forget to mention the contribution plastic
packaging makes, for example, to CO2 savings and food safety,“
complains Engelmann. If plastic is replaced by other materials in
packaging, this usually results in increased energy consumption
and significantly higher CO2 emissions. The IK and the companies
it represents expect the new EU Commission to make decisions
based on facts and not on trends of the zeitgeist.
The IK Industrievereinigung Kunststoffverpackungen e. V. is a trade association representing the interests of manufacturers of plastic packaging
and films in Germany and Europe. The industry, which is characterised by
medium-sized companies, has more than 90,000 employees and generates
an annual turnover of 15 billion euros. Plastic packaging currently has a
44 percent share of the German packaging market. The IK is the largest
supporting association of the Gesamtverband Kunststoffverarbeitende
Industrie (GKV) and is therefore also committed to the interests of the
entire plastics processing industry.
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